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TequipmentTequipment

Imagine a vehicle so versatile it can

tour along a twisting country road

or tackle a snow-covered forest trail

with equal ease. One that can take

you from a primitive dirt road to the

bright lights of the theater district

with equal competence and style.

The Cayenne is at once a model of

innovation and a monument to the

time-honored Porsche tradition of

defying conventional thinking at

every turn. The ability to customize

your Cayenne and profess your

own sense for driving perfection

is a natural extension of such

independent thinking. It’s also the

inspiration behind a specialized line

of parts and accessories known as

Porsche Tequipment.

Each item in our Tequipment line is

designed by the same engineers who

created the Cayenne, giving you the

freedom to accentuate the look of

your Porsche—and intensify its

performance—without compromise.

One of the highlights of the

Tequipment range is the Cayenne

Turbo Powerkit, which increases

engine output from 500 horsepower

to 540 horsepower. Modifications

include a new intake manifold

and revised engine management

electronics and software. More

power on board translates into

more enjoyment from your Porsche.

Of course, increased engine output

is only one of the dimensions involved

in increasing overall performance.

In addition to tweaking torque curves,

our engineers also adapted the

suspension and braking system

to cope with the Cayenne Turbo

Powerkit’s enhanced power potential.

Blaze a trail all your own.



Virtually every performance-

boosting component is the

product of Porsche’s racing

history. Lessons about power,

safety and endurance are applied

with exacting precision, and tested

under some of the most extreme

conditions imaginable.

Adding to your peace of mind is

the fact that, while Tequipment

enhancements may cause your

pulse rate to quicken, they leave

your original Porsche warranty

completely intact.

All of which means, when it

comes to customizing your

Cayenne, there is no substitute

for Porsche Tequipment. To learn

more, please visit our website

at www.porsche.com.

Cayenne Turbo Powerkit on the test bench in Zuffenhausen

Driver test run on the Porsche test circuit in Weissach

Design drawing of the Cayenne Turbo Powerkit
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Indulge your independence. The Cayenne’s assertive looks

and powerful, race-bred dynamics

distinguish it from every other

vehicle in its class. Porsche

Tequipment lets you go even

further with exterior enhancements

that integrate perfectly into the

ExteriorExterior: on-road

Cayenne’s sleek styling cues while

projecting an unmistakable sense of

individuality. The Cayenne offers its

owners a beautiful canvas on which

you can stamp your own personality

and style through our extensive list

of Tequipment options.

· 4 ·
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SportDesign Package

Aerodynamically refined in the

Porsche wind tunnel, the Sport-

Design Package appears to lower

the vehicle’s ride height. A bi-plane

roof spoiler, side skirts and lower

Side skirts

The side skirts featured in our

SportDesign Package are also

available for purchase separately.

Visually, they appear to lower the

Cayenne’s ride height, enhancing

its sporting stance. Available in all

exterior colors.

Reduces off-road capability and not
recommended for strenuous off-road use.

Not compatible with running boards
or rock rails.

Part no. 955 044 802 72

add-ons to the front and rear

apron in exterior color enhance

your Cayenne with a blend of high-

performance fashion and function

that turns heads at rest and

astounds at speed.

Reduces off-road capability and not
recommended for strenuous off-road use.

Not compatible with running boards,
rock rails and/or roof spoiler with matte
Aluminum-Look finish.

Part no. 955 044 802 70

SportDesign Package without side skirts
(not compatible with roof spoiler with matte
Aluminum-Look finish).

Part no. 955 044 802 71
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Aluminum-Look

Exterior Package

A matte Aluminum-Look finish on

the roof spoiler, air intake grilles

and exterior mirrors creates a

distinctive and sophisticated

sporting look for your Cayenne.

All parts available separately.

Roof spoiler with matte Aluminum-Look finish
not compatible with SportDesign Package.

Please consult your Porsche dealer for details.

Rear stainless steel skid plate

The matching rear skid plate lends

another stylish, highly functional

feature to the rear of the Cayenne.

Grooved for added strength, it hints

at the robust off-pavement

capabilities of the Cayenne.

Recommended in combination with the front
stainless steel skid plate (shown above).

Part no. 955 044 802 85

Front stainless steel skid plate

A steel guard and tough plastic

panel that extends beneath the

vehicle provide enhanced

underbody protection.

Perfectly matched to the exterior’s

other metal fittings, the skid plate

does not affect your approach

angle on gradients.

Recommended in combination with the rear
stainless steel skid plate (shown below).

Part no. 955 044 802 80
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Roof rails

Form and function elegantly come

together in aluminum rails that

trace the contours of the

Cayenne’s roof-line. Available in

Drip rails

An elegant addition to any Cayenne

model, particularly in combination

with matching roof rails, our set of

four polymer drip rails are offered

in both black and matte Aluminum-

Look finishes.

Not for vehicles with panoramic roof system.

Drip rails in black.
Part no. 955 044 000 65

Drip rails with matte Aluminum-Look finish.
Part no. 955 044 000 29

black or matte Aluminum-Look

finishes, these roof rails can be

used in conjunction with adjustable

roof bars to mount a range of

transport solutions.

Not for vehicles with panoramic roof system.

Roof rails in black.
Part no. 955 044 000 62

Roof rails with matte Aluminum-Look finish.
Part no. 955 044 000 30

Side strips with

model designation

Decorative side strips on Porsche

cars are legendary just like the

vehicles privileged enough to

wear them.

Decorative logo in selected colors:
Cayenne, Cayenne S, Cayenne GTS,
Cayenne Turbo and Cayenne Turbo S.

Please consult your Porsche dealer for details.
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Storm gear for your pulse rate. Some of the most remarkable

victories in Porsche racing history

were achieved in the world’s most

grueling rally events. The Cayenne

is engineered to explore Porsche

performance capabilities on almost

all types of roads, and in nearly

any type of condition. Likewise,

every Tequipment accessory is

refined in its styling, yet resolute in

its ability to protect and perform

without compromise as you carve

your way over, or perhaps off,

the road.

ExteriorExterior: off-road
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Rock rails

A stylish alternative to the optional

running boards, these rock guards

feature robust aluminum construction

and integrated skid plates for

Running boards

Forged from high-strength

aluminum, these side running

boards offer easy access to the

passenger compartment and roof

transport system. Integrated

Spare wheel cover

Styled to match the rear of the

Cayenne, this exterior lockable tire

holder offers optimum convenience,

security and durability. Full spare

tire is not included in the spare

tire holder kit, and additional parts

are required.

Does not include Porsche logo.

Wheel cover cannot be used in conjunction with
10Jx20 rear Cayenne SportTechno wheel,
21-inch Cayenne Sport wheel and 21-inch
Cayenne Sport Plus wheel.

Part no. 955 044 000 14

skidplates provide added door sill

protection in rocky and rough off-

pavement terrain.

Not compatible with SportDesign package
(with side skirts), rock rails or side skirts
(available separately).

Part no. 955 044 802 05

added door sill protection—with a

design that hints at the Cayenne’s

stellar off-pavement abilities.

Not compatible with SportDesign Package
(with side skirts), running boards or side
skirts (available separately).

Part no. 955 044 802 00
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Engine protection plate

For more extreme off-road driving,

this steel plate protects the

underside of the Porsche Cayenne

while maintaining its generous

Mudguards

Specially designed to blend

harmoniously with the Cayenne’s

fluid lines, these robust rear

mudguards have a specially

textured surface that protect

the vehicle in muddy terrain.

Part no. 955 044 802 10

For vehicles with wheel arch extensions.
Part no. 955 044 802 11

ground clearance on gradients. It

features a black paint finish and is

compatible with the stainless steel

front skid plate.

Part no. 955 107 981 00 (MY03 –MY06)
Part no. 955 504 235 01 (MY08)
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Wheel arch extensions

Front and rear extensions on the

wheel arches add powerful styling

cues while adding protection to the

wheel housing edge. Available in

your Cayenne’s exterior color.

For vehicles with mudguards and without
SportDesign Package or side skirts.
Part no. 955 044 802 33

For vehicles without mudguards, SportDesign
Package and side skirts.
Part no. 955 044 802 31

For vehicles with mudguards, SportDesign
Package and side skirts.
Part no. 955 044 802 35

For vehicles without mudguards and with
SportDesign Package and side skirts.
Part no. 955 044 802 30

Side door protection moldings

Robust side moldings add an

individual touch to the lines of your

Cayenne while protecting all four

doors from dings and scratches.

Color coded to match the exterior

color of your Porsche.

Part no. 955 044 800 06
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Revolutionary designs. The Porsche Cayenne is a radical

new concept in performance

engineering—the synthesis of

sports car handling and SUV

versatility in navigating the most

daunting terrain.

Tequipment offers a variety of high-

performance wheel and tire sets

whose sense of style is exceeded

only by an uncanny ability to take

control over many kinds of road. In

many kinds of weather.

WheelsWheels
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See pages 18-–21 for wheel and tire specifications.

21-inch Cayenne SportPlus wheels

with summer performance tires

This one-piece multi-spoke alloy

wheel has a strikingly open design

that fully reveals a Cayenne’s

powerful brakes.

Ten inches in width at front and

rear, these wheels give a Cayenne a

truly “big shouldered” overall look.

Requires wheel arch extensions
(available separately).

21-inch Cayenne Sport wheels

with summer performance tires

A sports-car wheel on a Cayenne?

Exactly—the Cayenne Sport features

five dual-arm spokes and a 10-inch

width at both front and rear, a

combination that enhances the

look of the Cayenne.

Requires wheel-arch extensions
(available separately).
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20-inch Cayenne SportTechno

wheels with summer

performance or winter tires

The bold high-tech design that

bespeaks your Cayenne’s strong

performance focus. The wider 10-

inch rear wheel width and resulting

track give the rear of the Cayenne

a lower-set look.

20-inch Cayenne SportDesign

wheels with summer

performance tires

This 10-open-spoke design allows

a glimpse of the powerful Porsche

calipers and rotors while providing

maximum road-holding through the

combination of the large wheel

diameter and low-profile sidewall.
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See pages 18 –21 for wheel and tire specifications.

19-inch Cayenne Design wheels

with summer performance, all-

season or winter tires

Similar to the Cayenne SportDesign

but in a more versatile 19-inch

diameter, this 10-spoke design

balances retro and modern influences.

18-inch Cayenne Turbo II

wheels with winter tires

This 18-inch Cayenne Turbo II wheel

set features an aggressive dual five-

spoke design and provides an ideal

cold-weather tire set for Cayenne

owners with warm-weather wheels

and tires. Also suitable for Cayenne

and Cayenne S.
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See pages 18 –21 for wheel and tire specifications.

18-inch Cayenne S II wheels

with winter tires

Fifteen spokes in five groups of

three provide maximal brake

cooling and a race-derived look.

An ideal cold-weather set for

Cayenne owners with warm-

weather wheels and tires.

17-inch Cayenne wheels

with winter tires

The 10-spoke 17-inch Cayenne

wheels with dedicated winter tires

are designed to keep you moving

when the temperatures drop.

Excellent traction is, of course,

combined with stylish design.
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Wheel center cap set

A set of four circular wheel center

caps with full-color Porsche Crest

offers the perfect finishing touch

for your Cayenne.

Anti-theft wheel bolts

Set of alloy wheel bolts with

high-security locking system

in four- or five-bolt kits.

Set of 4:
Part no. 955 361 057 10

Set of 5:
Part no. 955 361 057 01

Star wheel center cap set

Five-pointed star wheel center

caps with full-color Porsche Crest.

For 19-inch Cayenne Design wheel and
20-inch Cayenne SportDesign wheel.
Part no. 955 044 600 11

Wheel spacers

These 17-mm wheel spacers widen

the Cayenne’s track to create a

more aggressive stance on the

road. When fitted, the outer

surface of each wheel is virtually

flush with the exterior of the car.

Includes wheel nuts
(no anti-theft protection available).

Not compatible with the 21-inch Cayenne
SportPlus wheel, the 21-inch Cayenne Sport
wheel, the 20-inch Cayenne SportTechno wheel
with 10J x 20-inch rim at the rear and
the 18-inch Cayenne Turbo I wheel.

Not compatible with snow chains.

Part no. 955 044 600 23

For 17-inch Cayenne wheel, 18-inch
Cayenne S II wheel, 18-inch Cayenne Turbo II
wheel, 20-inch Cayenne Sport Techno wheel
and all 21-inch wheels.
Part no. 955 044 600 10 (MY05 to present)
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� compatible with vehicle
– not compatible with vehicle

1 Requires wheel arch extensions
(available separately).

2 Standard on Cayenne GTS.
3 Not available for Cayenne Turbo with

Powerkit.
4 Standard/No-cost option on Cayenne Turbo S.
5 Not for Cayenne S.
6 For vehicles to 06/08.
7 For vehicles from MY08 only.

For recommended wheel and tire choices, please
consult your Porsche dealer.

Note: wheel center caps not included.

The above options, i.e., those featuring N0, N1
specifications, etc., are exclusively designed
for Porsche. These are the only tires recommended
by Porsche.

� 1 � 2 � 1 � 1,4

� – � –

� – � –

� – � –

� – � –

� – � –
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Wheel/tire set Wheel dimensions
(ET = offset in mm)

Tire specifications Part number
(set of 4 wheels/tires)
For vehicles with/without
Tire Pressure Monitoring
System (TPMS)

Front: 10J x 21 ET 50
Rear: 10J x 21 ET 45

295/35 R 21 Y 955 044 602 2021-inch Cayenne SportPlus
wheels with summer
performance tires7

Front/
Rear: 10J x 21 ET 50

295/35 R 21 Y 955 044 602 1821-inch Cayenne Sport
wheels with summer
performance tires7

Front: 9J x 20 ET 60
Rear: 10J x 20 ET 55

275/40 R 20 Y Without TPMS: 955 044 602 23

With TPMS: 955 044 602 34

20-inch Cayenne SportTechno
wheels with summer
performance tires with
10J x 20-inch wheels

Front/
Rear: 9J x 20 ET 60

275/40 R 20 Y Without TPMS: 955 044 602 25

With TPMS: 955 044 602 36
20-inch Cayenne SportTechno
wheels with summer
performance tires

Front/
Rear: 9J x 20 ET 60

275/40 R 20 Y Without TPMS: 955 044 602 21

With TPMS: 955 044 602 32

20-inch Cayenne SportDesign
wheels with summer
performance tires

Front/
Rear: 9J x 19 ET 60

275/45 R 19 Y Without TPMS: 955 044 602 41

With TPMS: 955 044 602 42

19-inch Cayenne Design
wheels with summer
perfomance tires

Front/
Rear: 9J x 19 ET 60

275/45 R 19 V Without TPMS: 955 044 602 15

With TPMS: 955 044 602 16

19-inch Cayenne Design
wheels with all-season tires
(Max. speed: 149 mph
240 km/h)
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� compatible with vehicle
– not compatible with vehicle

1 Requires wheel arch extensions
(available separately).

2 Standard on Cayenne GTS.
3 Not available for Cayenne Turbo with

Powerkit.
4 Standard/No-cost option on Cayenne Turbo S.
5 Not for Cayenne S.
6 For vehicles to 06/08.
7 For vehicles from MY08 only.

For recommended wheel and tire choices, please
consult your Porsche dealer.

Note: wheel center caps not included.

The above options, i.e., those featuring N0, N1
specifications, etc., are exclusively designed
for Porsche. These are the only tires recommended
by Porsche.

Note on the use of winter tires.

At temperatures below

approximately 45° F (7° C)

summer tires no longer

offer optimal grip. Porsche

recommends the use of winter

tires in this temperature range.

All winter tires approved by

Porsche are identified by an

“N” designation on the sidewall.
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Wheel/tire set Wheel dimensions
(ET = offset in mm)

Tire specifications Part number
(set of 4 wheels/tires)
For vehicles with/without
Tire Pressure Monitoring
System (TPMS)

Front/
Rear: 9J x 20 ET 60

275/40 R 20 V Without TPMS: 955 044 600 33
With TPMS: 955 044 600 54

20-inch Cayenne SportTechno
wheels with winter tires
(Max. speed: 149 mph
240 km/h)

Front/
Rear: 9J x 19 ET 60

255/50 R 19 V Without TPMS: 955 044 600 21

With TPMS: 955 044 600 52

19-inch Cayenne Design
wheels with winter tires
(Max. speed: 149 mph
240 km/h)

Front/
Rear: 8J x 18 ET 57

255/55 R 18 V Without TPMS: 955 044 600 49

With TPMS: 955 044 600 50

18-inch Cayenne Turbo II
wheels with winter tires
(Max. speed: 149 mph
240 km/h)

Front/
Rear: 8J x 18 ET 57

255/55 R 18 V Without TPMS: 955 044 600 47

With TPMS: 955 044 600 48

18-inch Cayenne S II
wheels with winter tires
(Max. speed: 149 mph
240 km/h)

Front/
Rear: 7.5J x 17 ET 53

235/65 R 17 H Without TPMS: 955 044 600 45

With TPMS: 955 044 600 46

17-inch Cayenne
wheels with winter tires
(Max. speed: 130 mph
210 km/h)

Snow chains

Specially designed for the Porsche

Cayenne models, our snow chains

feature ultra-fine links and require

minimal effort for mounting.

Note: Not compatible with spacers.

On Cayenne models with 19-inch tires, snow
chains may be fitted to the rear axle only.

Snow chains (set of 2) for vehicles with
235/65 R 17 or 235/60 R 18 tires.
Part no. 955 044 600 07

Snow chains (set of 2) for vehicles with
255/55 R 18 or 255/50 R 19 tires
or with 275/45 R 19 all-season tires.
Part no. 955 044 600 08
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Performance elevated

to an art form.

Since its inception, the Cayenne

has waged a full frontal assault on

sport utility benchmarks. Porsche

Tequipment offers more of a

good thing. Engine and brake

enhancements place more

acceleration and braking power

underfoot, while stylish tail-pipe

designs compliment a sport

exhaust system that communicates

the Cayenne’s race-bred bloodlines

with unmistakable clarity.

SportSport
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Dual-twin sports tailpipes

These chrome-plated sports

tailpipes feature a dual-twin

design derived from the Porsche

Carrera GT, lending the Cayenne a

more dynamic, race-inspired look.

Available from MY08.

Not compatible with sport exhaust system.
Part no. 955 044 981/982 02

For Cayenne and Cayenne S: requires middle
section of rear apron from Cayenne Turbo.
Part no. 955 044 200 08

Sport exhaust system

The sound of a Porsche engine has

been called many things, but the

distinctive sound is never forgotten.

Now you can revel in the aural

experience of your Cayenne with the

sport exhaust system. The sport

exhaust sound output varies as

throttle inputs change, from a

Fuel filler cap with

Aluminum-Look finish

Inspired by our racing heritage,

this gas cap is modeled after

historic race cars. Features include

an engraved Porsche logo and

securing tether.

Part no. 997 201 980 00

restrained sound during normal

road driving, to a more aggressive

note during high-performance use.

The “Sport” button on the center

console enables you to reduce

noise output to standard levels

when required. Includes dual-twin

stainless steel tailpipes with hard-

chrome finish.

Available for Cayenne S from MY08.

Sport exhaust system restricts
off-road capability.

Not compatible with dual-twin sports tailpipes.
Part no. 955 044 200 02

Requires middle section of rear apron from
Cayenne Turbo (available separately).
Part no. 955 044 200 08
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Cayenne Turbo Powerkit

The prowess of Porsche powerplant

technologies has been confirmed by

countless victories at racing circuits

and rallies around the globe. But

that hasn’t stopped our idealistic

band of engineers from trying to go

further. From trying to shave another

hundredth of a second, or deliver

even more driving pleasure.

The latest example of such thinking?

The new Cayenne Turbo Powerkit,

which delivers a 40 hp increase in

output through modifications to the

intake manifold and a remapped

electronic engine management

system. The result is a prodigious

540 hp underfoot at 6000 rpm.

Maximum torque is increased by

37 lb.-ft. to 533 lb.-ft. between

2250 and 4500 rpm. On the

test track, the Cayenne Turbo

accelerates from 0 – 60 mph in

4.7 seconds with a top track

speed of 173 mph (279 km/h).

In the driver’s seat, the torrent

of power you feel pressing

you back into your seat as

the turbochargers reach their

stride is relentless. And

thoroughly invigorating.

Of course, Porsche performance

dynamics are not achieved

through power boosts alone.

The Cayenne Turbo Powerkit also

features modifications to the

suspension, drivetrain and braking

system to cope with the Powerkit’s

greater engine output.*

* Standard for vehicles from 06/08.
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The brakes are also like nothing

else ever engineered for a sport

utility vehicle. The front axle is

equipped with race-proven six-

piston aluminum monobloc brake

calipers and internally vented, two-

piece brake discs measuring

14.96 inches in diameter with a

thickness of 1.5 inch.* All of which

allows the Cayenne Turbo to stop

as quickly as it goes.

Only in conjunction with at least 19-inch wheels
with the necessary approval.

Some models may require additional
components. See technical information
for details.

For vehicles to MY08
Part no. 955 044 100 01

For vehicles from MY09
Part no. 955 044 100 02

540 hp

Po
w
er
(h
p)

To
rq
ue
(lb
.-f
t.)

Cayenne Turbo with Powerkit
Cayenne Turbo with standard engine

553 lb.-ft.
(2250–4500 rpm)

Engine speed (rpm)
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Pure Porsche artistry.

Geared to your sense of style.

Accents painstakingly crafted with

the world’s most exotic materials

offer a sense of luxury and

prestige that stir your senses each

time you step inside the Cayenne.

From the classic elegance of

leather and wood to the modern

refinement of Carbon Fiber and

aluminum, each option brings the

artistry of Porsche craftsmanship

into full view. And does so in a

manner tailored to personality

and sense of style.

InteriorInterior
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Light Olive (high-gloss finish)

Our exquisite ash trim with Olive-

look grain provides an ambience

of warmth and classic luxury.

Dark Walnut (high-gloss finish)

The distinctive grain of classic

Dark Walnut adds a sophisticated

elegance to the interior of

your Cayenne.

Aluminum

For a more contemporary feel,

create striking interior highlights

with pure aluminum and our

Aluminum-Look paint finish.

Carbon Fiber

Robust, lightweight and highly

distinctive, carbon fiber is a unique

synthesis of racing technology and

high-tech design.
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Basic Interior

Enhancement Package

Wood and Carbon Fiber Basic

Enhancement Packages comprise

the dashboard trim strip, door trim

strips, upper part of the center

console including cupholder cover

(in black leather in the Carbon

Fiber option), and rear center

console trim. Center and rear

center console surrounds

in aluminum.

The Aluminum Package includes

dashboard trim strip, door trim

strips, and front and rear center

console surrounds.

Please consult your Porsche dealer for details.

Two-tone leather seats

A two-color pattern on the front

and rear bench seats lends a

decidedly sporty and stylish quality

throughout the passenger cabin.

Available in the following

combinations: Black-Chestnut,

Havanna-Sand Beige, Stone Grey-

Steel Grey.

Expected availability from 12/08.

Please consult your Porsche dealer for details.
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3-spoke steering wheel with

wood/carbon trim

Add the elegant look of Light Olive,

Dark Walnut or Carbon Fiber inlays.

Light Olive, high gloss.
Part no. 955 347 804 50 + color code

Dark Walnut, high gloss.
Part no. 955 347 804 40 + color code

Carbon Fiber.
Part no. 955 347 980 00 + color code

Please consult your Porsche dealer for details.

Gear selector

Imagine wrapping your fingers around

a gear selector clad in Light Olive,

Dark Walnut or Carbon Fiber.

Only for vehicles with Tiptronic S MY03 to present.

Light Olive, high gloss.
Part no. 955 426 069 30 4V8

Dark Walnut, high gloss.
Part no. 955 426 069 10 4X2

Carbon Fiber.
Part no. 955 424 980 00

Padded leather steering wheel

The multifunction steering wheel

with padded leather rim (excluding

airbag module) provides extra grip

and comfort.

For vehicles with heated steering wheel.

Part no. 955 044 400 01 + color code

For vehicles without heated steering wheel.

Part no. 955 044 400 00 + color code

Magnesium gear selector

This die-cast magnesium gear shift

adds a distinctive flair to the center

console of the Cayenne. The leather

shifter matches the interior color.

Expected availability from 01/09.
Only for vehicles with Tiptronic S.

Part no. 955 044 700 00 + color code

Door Handle and Grab

Handle Package

Add a sense of distinction to the

center console grab handles and

front/rear door handles. Available

in Light Olive, Dark Walnut and

Carbon Fiber.

Light Olive, high gloss.
Part no. 955 044 801 15

Dark Walnut, high gloss.
Part no. 955 044 801 14

Carbon Fiber.
Part no. 955 044 801 13

Applicable for MY06 to present.
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Illuminated door entry guards in

stainless steel

An illuminated Cayenne logo on the

front door entry guards creates an

elegant yet striking interior feature.

Set of two door entry guards for

driver and passenger.

Only with Cayenne Logo.
Part no. 955 044 800 00

Sunshades

Protect your Cayenne’s interior from

the effects of sun fading and cabin

overheating. Sunshades attach using

a simple clip-on system.

For side and triangular windows.
Part no. 955 044 000 67

For rear window.
Part no. 955 044 000 68

Door entry guards in stainless steel

Distinctive stainless steel door entry

guards lend added protection in an

eye-catching manner. Set of four for

driver and passenger doors.

For Cayenne only.
Part no. 955 044 800 49

Sports Aluminum Package

Our stylish collection of aluminum

enhancements echoes the legendary

racing origins of the Cayenne.

Includes aluminum dashboard trim

strip, trim strips on the door panels,

and center console surrounds front

and rear.

With seat heating.
Part no. 955 044 800 26 + color code

Without seat heating.
Part no. 955 044 800 27 + color code

MY03 to present.
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Velour floor mats

Tailored floor mats with velour

edging and Porsche logo are

available in all standard interior

colors. Non-slip waterproof backing.

Part no. 955 044 802 63 + color code

For vehicles with twist button system,
please also order fixing set.
Part no. 955 044 800 64 + color code

Rubber floor mats

Set of four molded waterproof mats

feature a distinctive non-slip surface

with excellent water-trapping capacity.

Part no. 955 044 802 61

For vehicles with twist button system,
please also order fixing set.
Part no. 955 044 802 64 8B2

Reversible velour cargo mat

This mat with non-slip backing is

available in all standard interior colors

and is reversible for extra protection

against mud, dirt and moisture.

Not compatible with cargo management system.

For vehicles with 4-zone air-conditioning.
Part no. 955 044 800 40 + color code

For vehicles without 4-zone air-conditioning.
Part no. 955 044 800 04 + color code

MY03 to present.
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On time. In touch.

And always entertained.

No matter how far off the beaten

path your Cayenne ventures, trip

computers and Tequipment GPS

navigation can quickly pinpoint

your next destination and calculate

a route best suited to your

driving preferences.

AudioAudio and communication

A premium audio system matches

the Cayenne’s high performance

with high fidelity that is perfectly

calibrated to the interior’s unique

acoustical signature. How much

more rewarding can a journey get?

Inquire within.

European road map represented. PCM system shown is Generation 2.1.
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Porsche Communication

Management (PCM) with

Navigation System

Porsche offers advanced satellite-

based DVD GPS navigation system

that uses an integrated antenna to

establish your current position, and

can then calculate the route to

your destination in the U.S. or

Canada (not available in Alaska).

Up to 50 destinations can be

stored in the system’s memory

and recalled. Features a separate

DVD drive for navigation data,

6.5-inch screen with 16:9 ratio

for the sharpest resolution and

the navigation unit itself.

Navigation DVD included.

For vehicles MY05 and MY06 through 05/06.
Part no. 955 044 900 49

For vehicles MY06 from 06/06 to MY08
(through 05/08).
Part no. 955 044 902 49

A retrofit from MY09 is not available at
this time.
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Compass for PCM

Get your bearings with a digital

compass located in the instrument

cluster that clearly displays the four

cardinal and four ordinal directions.

The display in the Cayenne Turbo is shown.

Only for vehicles with DVD Navigation
MY05 – 08 (through 05/08).
Part no. 955 044 900 28

Electronic logbook for PCM

Enables the traveler to maintain

an electronic logging function that

independently records all relevant

data, reducing the need for user

input. Operated via the PCM on-

screen control menu and includes

PC software that can be used to

evaluate the data at a later date.

Data is exported via the PCM’s

infrared interface.

Only for vehicles with PCM.
For vehicles with PCM 2.1 data status
MY06 – 08.
Part no. 955 044 900 29

Vehicles with data status MY05 require
additional navigation update. Please contact
your Porsche dealer for further details before
ordering your PCM data status.

Extended navigation module

The upgraded navigation module

works in conjunction with the GPS

navigation system and covers

destinations in areas that are not

covered by the DVD software.

Incorporates compass and

provides important information

on altitude, latitude and longitude,

for use with topographic maps.

Backtrace function allows driver

to retrace a previous route.

Requires PCM.
For vehicles MY03 –MY08 (through 05/08).
Part no. 955 044 900 18

Navigation update

This update includes new maps

equipped with DVD navigation that

provide the very latest in road

updates, routing and location

changes. New and expanded

coverage in major cities and

metropolitan markets with

additional points of interest are

featured. The update also includes

a greater accuracy of arrival

time prediction.

Requires PCM.
For vehicles from MY05 – 06 equipped with
2.1 PCM DVD navigation.
Part no. 955 044 902 61
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Music Player Interface

Plug your iPod® or any other MP3

player into the center console’s

storage compartment and bring

your collection of music with you on

the road. Music plays through PCM

or the Porsche CDR stereo and is

controlled via the music player.

Includes two connections: dock connector
for iPod® including battery charging function,
and a 3.5 mm jack connector.

Part no. 955 044 902 97

Only for vehicles to MY08 (through 05/08).
European option shown.

XM® Satellite Radio

With over 170 crystal-clear digital

channels, XM® gives you the most

entertainment choices, wherever

you are. XM® provides the most

music, with 69 commercial-free

music channels. A variety of music

genres is available: country,

classical, hip-hop, rock, jazz,

blues, Latin and dance.

Beyond music, XM® offers

channels for sports, talk and

entertainment, comedy, news

and kids’ programming—all yours.

XM® is incredibly easy to use,

becoming your new lifestyle

accessory for every mood,

schedule and destination.

For vehicles MY06 (06/06) through
MY08 (05/08).

Vehicles with CD changer.
Part no. 955 044 902 68

Vehicles without CD changer.
Part no. 955 044 902 67
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CD changer

Fully compatible with the Porsche

CDR-23 radio-CD unit and PCM, this

ultra-compact six-disc CD changer

installs neatly in the side panel of

the luggage compartment and

operates via standard CD controls.

HomeLink® garage door opener

Easily program remote control

settings for up to three garage

door, gate, property lighting or

alarm systems. Controls are

integrated in the roof console and

are compatible with most garage

door and gate systems.

Part no. 955 044 900 27

Only for vehicles up until 05/08 (MY08).

For vehicles with Bose® Surround
Sound system.
Part no. 955 044 900 12

For vehicles without Bose® Surround
Sound system.
Part no. 955 044 900 04

Additional harness required. Please consult
your Porsche dealer for application.
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Porsche Rear Seat

Entertainment system

The Cayenne’s driver isn’t the only

one guaranteed to have fun on the

road. This compact entertainment

center brings the digital world

inside your rear cabin with two

7-inch video displays (passenger

display includes media player), two

wireless infrared headphones, a

remote control and DVD storage

pouch. The system is compatible

with all standard media formats

(CD, DVD, MP3) and sports inputs

for two individual AV sources

(game console, digital camera,

MP3 player, and more). Digital

anti-shock memory ensures

continuous, uninterrupted play

while Thin-Film Transistor

technology (TFT) ensures vibrant

video display colors with a crisp

picture, even at wide viewing

angles. Horizontal swivel mounting

allows passengers to easily adjust

viewing angles for optimum

visibility. Front seat headrests

are independently adjustable, and

the entire entertainment system

is designed to blend harmoniously

with the passenger compartment

while maintaining the usual

Porsche standards of safety

and ergonomics.

For vehicles MY04 and newer.
Part no. 955 044 902 01 + color code
Part no. 955 044 902 07 + color code
Requires both part numbers.
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Advanced engineering cleverly

designed as child’s play.

At Porsche, our profound regard

for safety isn’t limited to the race

track. A child seat is one of the

most important accessories that

a parent will ever purchase. So it’s

only fitting that Tequipment offers

a unique design developed

specifically for the Cayenne.

Child seatsChild seats

Note: To avoid risk of injury from a deploying
airbag, never place a child age 12 or under
in a front seating position without a dealer-
installed airbag deactivation device.
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Porsche Baby
Seat LATCH
Part no. 955 044 800 82

Child Seat Insert
(for Porsche Baby Seat)
Part no. 955 044 800 58

ModelChild seats

Porsche Plus
Part no. 955 044 801 03

Porsche Junior
Seat LATCH
Part no. 955 044 800 39

Group Weight Age

0+ 0 –26 lbs. approx. 0 –18 months

2 + 3 37–100 lbs. approx. 4 –12 years

1 + 2 20 – 55 lbs. approx. 9 months–
7 years

Child Seat Insert

Specially designed for the Porsche

Baby Seat LATCH, this padded

insert offers additional head

support for newborns.

Part no. 955 044 800 58

Please see your authorized Porsche dealer
for information on child seat availability and
specific applications.

These Porsche child seats can be

fitted quickly, easily and securely.

Child passengers up to the age of

12 travel in safety with maximum

comfort and freedom of movement.

The outer rear seats in all Cayenne

models are equipped with LATCH

anchors as standard. These can be

used to secure any Porsche

LATCH child seat via simple

slot-in connectors. Alternatively,

all Porsche child seats can be

secured using the standard three-

point seat belts.
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We put the “sport”

in transport

If even the cavernous interior

cargo capacity of Cayenne doesn’t

fit your needs, you can extend the

versatility of your Cayenne using a

comprehensive range of roof-borne

cargo choices. Use the adjustable

cross bars in conjunction with the

roof rails (max. payload 165 lbs.),

or the roof transport system, which

is designed for vehicles without

roof rails (maximum payload of

220 lbs.). Both systems can

accommodate a wide range

of items.

TransportTransport
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Ski/snowboard carrier

For up to four pairs of skis or

two snowboards.

Part no. 955 044 000 23

For up to six pairs of skis or

four snowboards.

Not compatible with load assist bar.
Part no. 955 044 000 24

Roof transport system

Easy-to-use system carries a

maximum payload of 220 lbs.

Adjustable bars mount at predefined

positions and can carry a range of

load-bearing attachments. Lockable

clamping system provides anti-

theft protection.

Note: longer roof loads can restrict
tailgate opening.

Note: not compatible with vehicles with
roof rails.

Part no. 955 044 000 72

Mountain bike carrier

Lockable carrier for standard adult

bikes, up to a maximum frame-tube

diameter of 3 3/8 inches (85 mm).

Three carriers can be mounted on

the roof transport system.

Part no. 955 044 000 66

Load assist bar

Loading bar swings down to the

side to enable comfortable

handling of loads at chest height.

Usable in conjunction with a wide

range of roof accessories.

Part no. 955 044 000 04

Load assist bar adapter for cross bars.
Part no. 955 044 000 36

Adjustable cross bars

Suitable for use with various

Tequipment carrier systems, and

easily fitted directly to the roof

rails. Maximum payload of 165 lbs.

Built-in anti-theft protection.

Note: compatible with vehicles with roof rails.

Part no. 955 044 000 35
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Roof cargo box

Lockable plastic roof enclosure with

10.9 cubic foot (310 liter) capacity

and integrated ski-holder system.

Can be opened from either side of

the vehicle.

Dimensions: L 89˝ x W 22˝ x H 15˝.

Part no. 955 044 000 47

Roof box, wide

Lockable plastic box offering

maximum capacity of approx. 15.9

cubic feet (450 liter); with built-in

ski carrier. Dimensions: L 90.5˝ x

W 32˝ x H 13˝.

Not compatible with load assist bar.
Part no. 955 044 000 12
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Boat carrier

Secure transportation for canoes

and small boats.

Not suitable for inflatable boats.

Part no. 955 044 000 05

Towbar system (not shown)

The Cayenne offers a maximum

braked trailer load of 7,700 lbs. by

using the optional towbar system,

with maximum tongue weight of

617 lbs. System includes a 13-pin

plug socket. The trailer system

does not restrict the fording

capability of the vehicle.

Vehicles up to 06/03 require towbar
system preparation.
Part no. 955 044 002 74

Adapter for reduction from 13- to
7-pin plug connector.
Part no. 955 044 000 64

Hitch receiver ball carrier

(not shown)

The ball carrier mates with the

hitch receiver of your Cayenne.

Heavy steel construction, with high-

strength crosspin. Maximum

tongue weight 617 pounds;

maximum gross towed vehicle

weight 7,700 pounds.

Part no. 955 044 000 28
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Cargo nets

Securely transport items of varying

sizes using these floor and side nets.

Floor net has four integrated hooks

that attach to fixed rings on the floor

of the luggage compartment. Highly

elastic and easy to use.

Part no. 955 044 000 03

Cargo/pet cage

This protective steel barrier system

consists of a versatile three-way

metal grid positioned across the

vehicle behind the rear seats.

Includes a through-loading portal

for skis and other long items.

Not compatible with cargo management system.

Only for vehicles without 4-zone
air conditioning.
Part no. 955 044 000 13

Cargo liner (low-sided)

Waterproof non-slip cargo liner,

specially tailored for the luggage

compartment in the Cayenne.

Provides effective protection

against dirt, spills and general

wear and tear. Washable,

waterproof and acid-resistant.

For vehicles with 4-zone air conditioning.
Part no. 955 044 000 18

For vehicles without 4-zone air conditioning.
Part no. 955 044 000 17

Cargo liner (high-sided)

Taller polymer liner tray protects

higher along the sides of the

luggage compartment. Washable,

waterproof and acid-resistant.

For vehicles with 4-zone air conditioning.
Part no. 955 044 000 16

For vehicles with 2-zone air conditioning.
Part no. 955 044 000 15
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Cool box

This practical, electrically

refrigerating cooler offers a

0.42 cubic foot (12-liter) capacity

for drinks and snacks, with a

Porsche-patented attachment

system for safe transportation,

plus a 12-volt connector and

battery discharge protection.

Part no. 955 044 900 30

Cargo system

This compact and collapsible

storage/transport system is

tailored to your Cayenne and

includes two nylon bags and an

attachment system. Fits neatly into

the luggage compartment and is

ideal for a wide range of applications,

including shopping, sport or beach

use. The nylon bags can be easily

detached. Includes non-slip mat.

Part no. 955 044 000 19

Cargo partition

Pull-out partition in detachable

cassette which installs on the

rear seat backrest. Two easily

accessible attachment points on

rooflining. Can also be used when

rear seats are folded.

Part no. 955 551 691 03 3W4

Cargo management system

Floor-mounted rail system with

integral sliding elements for

securing cargo. Includes

reversible mat between rails.

Not compatible with cargo cage or reversible
velour cargo mat.

For vehicles with 4-zone air conditioning
with full leather interior.
Part no. 955 044 802 21 + color code

For vehicles with 4-zone air conditioning
without full leather interior.
Part no. 955 044 802 22 + color code

For vehicles without 4-zone air conditioning
with full leather interior.
Part no. 955 044 802 19 + color code

For vehicles without 4-zone air conditioning
without full leather interior.
Part no. 955 044 802 20 + color code
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Mud on Sunday?

Clean on Monday

A Cayenne looks ruggedly

picturesque with a weekend’s

worth of off-road mud. But come

Sunday evening, it will come time

to pamper your baby with a

thorough cleaning inside and out.

That’s when Tequipment vehicle

care and maintenance accessories

come in handy. Each has been

specifically designed and

formulated for use with your

Cayenne finish and components.
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Outdoor car cover (not shown)

Smooth-fitting outdoor car cover

featuring full-color Porsche logo.

Water-repellent fabric protects

your Porsche from weather

extremes such as strong sunlight.

Equipped with an anti-theft

protection system.

Part no. 955 044 000 70

Indoor car cover

Designed for use out of the

weather, as indoor protection

from dust and dirt. Made from a

breathable antistatic material, and

features full-color Porsche logo.

Part no. 955 044 000 00

Porsche Charge-o-mat II

battery charger

The latest generation of Porsche

trickle charger, perfect for maintaining

battery charge on vehicles left idle for

extended periods. An adapter is

available for Cayenne models

without a cigarette lighter.

Part no. 955 044 900 54

Adapter: Part no. 000 043 202 55

Indoor car cover
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Car care case

High-grade aluminum “attaché

style” case contains a carefully

chosen selection of quality car

care products specially approved

for your Cayenne.

Note All products are also available separately
through your dealer’s parts department.

Part no. 955 044 000 20

Wheel cleaning kit

Care products and brush set

formulated for use with Porsche

alloy wheels. The wheel cleaner

fluid is also available in a handy

refill bottle.

Part no. 000 044 000 86

Wheel cleaner refill, 1000 ml.
Part no. 999 901 066 40

Tool kit

High-quality leather case contains

a selection of useful tools.

Note: tools intended for light maintenance
only, not for vehicle repair.

Part no. 955 044 000 01

Rechargeable flashlight

An ingenious flashlight with fold-out

magnifying lens, and easy recharging

via your cigarette lighter.

Part no. 000 044 900 79

Ice scraper

Aluminum telescopic-handled

scraper features ice-scraping

surface as well as integrated rubber

lip for removing rainwater, etc.

Part no. 955 044 000 02

Interior care kit

Care products for your car’s

interior include velour cleaner

for carpet and floor mats, leather

cleaner and conditioner, interior

glass cleaner, and plastic polish.

Part no. 955 044 000 81



Internet: If you live in the United

States, order from our website at

www.porsche.com/shop

Phone: Call 1-800-PORSCHE

(1-800-767-7243) 8am–midnight ET,

Monday–Saturday. We accept Visa,

Mastercard and American Express.

Shipping: Orders for in-stock

merchandise will be shipped within

two business days of receipt of

your order. Not all in-stock items

will necessarily ship together. If we

are out of stock when your order

is received, you will be notified of

our expected ship date. Your credit

card will not be charged until your

item is shipped.

Delivery: A shipping and handling

fee will be charged per delivery

address for all orders shipped

within the continental USA. Our

standard shipping is UPS ground.

Bulky or heavy items may require

additional charges. For quotes on

expedited shipping and deliveries

to Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico,

please call Customer Service at

1-800-PORSCHE.

Sales Tax: We are requested

by law to collect sales tax for all

purchases shipped to addresses in

most states. Refer to the packaging

list enclosed with your order for

the actual amount. If you have any

questions, please call Customer

Service Representatives at

1-800-PORSCHE.

Ordering Information
Order Toll Free 1-800-PORSCHE
8am–midnight ET, Monday–Saturday

Gift Box: We will place items in a

Porsche Design gift box for an

additional $5 per two items. Some

items may be too large for gift

packaging, but we can include a

gift message with any order.

Can I return an item I ordered? Yes.

We guarantee your satisfaction with

all merchandise purchased at Porsche

Design Driver’s Selection Online Shop.

Items may be returned for a refund of

the purchase price, less shipping and

handling fees to our PCNA Selection

Return Processing Center. Porsche

Tequipment items purchased from

any other retailer must be returned

to that retailer. Please contact

1-800-PORSCHE for directions when

returning merchandise purchased from

the Porsche Design Driver’s Selection

Online store.

Returns/Exchanges: Simply return

your item to us within 90 days of

purchase, with the reason for the

exchange/return noted on the back of

your packing slip. Ship via insured

carrier to us at the address on your

packing slip. We will exchange your

order or credit the value of the

merchandise and any taxes you were

charged. For further information,

contact us at 1-800-PORSCHE.

*Ordering from the Porsche Design Driver’s
Selection Shop is not available in Canada.
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